Abstract Stratospheric sudden warmings (SSWs) are extreme events in the polar stratosphere that are both caused by and have effects on the tropospheric flow. This means that SSWs are associated with changes in the angular momentum of the atmosphere, both before and after their onset. Because these angular momentum changes are transferred to the solid Earth, they can be observed in the rate of the Earth's rotation and the wobble of its rotational pole. By comparing observed Earth rotation variations to reanalysis data, we find that an anomaly in the orientation of the Earth's rotational pole, up to 4 times as large as the annual polar wobble, typically precedes SSWs by 20-40 days. The polar motion signal is due to pressure anomalies that are typically seen before SSW events and represents a new type of observable that may aid in the prediction of SSWs. A decline in the length of day is also seen, on average, near the time of the SSW wind reversal and is found to be due to anomalous easterly winds generated in the tropical troposphere around this time, though the structure and timing of this signal seems to vary widely from event to event.
Introduction
Stratospheric sudden warmings (SSWs) are extreme events that happen roughly every other year in the polar stratosphere; the usually cold polar vortex warms up (usually 30
• -50
• C) over the course of a few days, and the vortex winds reverse from westerly to easterly. Figure 1 shows the (a) temperature and (b) zonal wind anomalies over the polar cap during the warming event of January 2009, which was exceptionally strong and unexpected [Harada et al., 2009; Ayarzagüena et al., 2011] . The reversal of zonal wind at 60
• N propagated downward in time, crossing the 10 hPa surface on 24 January 2009; this date is defined by Charlton and Polvani [2007] as the central date of the warming.
The 2009 SSW was the result of strong tropospheric forcing, in the form of a Rossby wave packet that was excited by a deep ridge over the eastern Pacific region, and a cyclonic anomaly in the North Atlantic region [Ayarzagüena et al., 2011] . It not only affected tropospheric weather but also the rotation of the Earth. Figures 1c and 1d show observations of three parameters of Earth rotation over the course of the 2009 SSW. The first two parameters, 1 and 2 , are angles that define the motion of the Earth's rotational pole (after rotating to a terrestrial reference frame; see section 2.1), and the third is the deviation in the length of a day from its 24 h period. In all three parameters, we have removed the daily climatology (in order to remove the seasonal cycle) as well as the 151 day average around the central date (in order to remove interannual variability due to, e.g., the quasi-biennial oscillation or El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO)). This leaves the subseasonal fluctuations, which are typically on the order of tens of milliarcseconds for the polar motion angles, and microseconds for the length-of-day anomalies [Salstein and Rosen, 1989; Eubanks et al., 1985; Rosen et al., 1991] . Polar motion angle 2 in particular shows a negative anomaly of 30 mas about 3 weeks before the central date, while the length-of-day anomaly shows a steady decline as the central date is approached and passed. But are these features related to the SSW, and if so, why?
Earth rotation parameters may be unusual observables for studying SSWs, but can actually serve as a global measure of atmospheric dynamics because they reflect the atmosphere's angular momentum (AAM). Angular momentum within the Earth system is conserved in the absence of outside torques; therefore, changes in the axial AAM change the Earth's rotational velocity, and changes in the two equatorial components of AAM change the orientation of the Earth's rotational pole. Of course there are also other sources of angular momentum in the Earth system (the ocean, continental hydrosphere, and solid Earth), but on NEEF ET AL.
©2014. American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved. subseasonal time scales the atmosphere is the dominant source of axial angular momentum [Rosen and Salstein, 1983; Eubanks et al., 1985] and a major source, along with the ocean, of equatorial angular momentum [Dobslaw et al., 2010] .
Total AAM is the sum of the relative angular momentum of the atmosphere (i.e., winds) and changes in the atmospheric moment of inertia (i.e., the atmospheric mass distribution). For example, the seasonal variation in the extratropical tropospheric jets causes a change in the axial relative AAM, which causes the length of day to fluctuate by about 1 ms every year [Hide et al., 1997] . Likewise, the annual appearance of the Siberian high-pressure system causes a yearly fluctuation in the two equatorial components of AAM, which results in a polar wobble of several mas [Chao and Au, 1991; Nastula et al., 2009; Dobslaw et al., 2010] .
In this paper we ask the question of whether SSWs affect AAM and, by extension, the rotation of the Earth. The effect of stratospheric phenomena on Earth rotation variations has not been studied much, primarily because the low mass of the stratosphere typically makes its contribution to total AAM quite small [Rosen and Salstein, 1985; Zhou et al., 2008] . However, SSWs are a stratospheric phenomenon with strong links to the troposphere; not only do they affect tropospheric weather for 1-2 months after the start of the warming [Baldwin and Dunkerton, 2001; Thompson et al., 2002; Woollings et al., 2010] , but they are also, typically, preceded by large-scale midlatitude and high-latitude pressure anomalies that trigger or enhance upward propagating planetary waves [Quiroz, 1986; Martius et al., 2009; Woollings et al., 2010; Garfinkel et al., 2010; Ayarzagüena et al., 2011] . Moreover, it has been shown that SSWs induce an anomalous global meridional circulation that causes upwelling in the tropics, cooling of the tropical lower stratosphere, and consequently a westerly wind anomaly in the north subtropical stratosphere [Kodera, 2006] and increased convection in the southern tropics [Kodera et al., 2011] .
Thus, it is likely that SSWs might alter the global AAM. In order to identify the footprint of SSWs in the record of observed Earth rotation variations we have composited observations of polar motion and length-of-day variations over the known SSW events in the 48 years since the beginning of the modern Earth rotation record , and compared these composites to the corresponding atmospheric excitation of Earth rotation variations, as implied by reanalysis data.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the observational and reanalysis data used, and the connection between observed Earth rotation variations and geophysically modeled AAM excitation NEEF ET AL.
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functions. The observed Earth rotation variations during SSWs are summarized in section 2.1. Then section 4 examines the impact of SSWs on polar motion, while section 5 examines the impact of major SSWs on the rate of Earth's rotation. A discussion and conclusions are given in section 6.
Methods

Earth Rotation Observations
Earth rotation variations are described by anomalies in the length of day and the orientation of the Earth's figure axis. These so-called Earth rotation parameters (ERPs hereafter) are observed by a combination of optical astrometry, lunar and satellite laser ranging, Very Long Baseline Interferometry, and GPS, and are compiled regularly by the International Earth Rotation and Reference Systems Service. We have used the ERP series number C04-08, which contains daily measurements over the period 1962 to the present day and is available online at http://hpiers.obspm.fr/eop-pc/. In this data set, solid Earth tides (ranging in period from 5.64 days to 18.6 years) have been removed in postprocessing, while semidiurnal and diurnal ocean tide signals fall away due to the daily resolution of the data.
The angles of polar motion, p 1 and p 2 , represent the location of the Earth's rotational axis in an inertial, celestial reference frame that is fixed in space and defined relative to a group of stars (the so-called celestial ephemeris pole). Barnes et al. [1983] and later Gross [1992] showed that these vectors can be directly related to unit variations in the equatorial components of the Earth's angular momentum, 1 and 2 (defined along the Greenwich meridian and the 90
• E meridian, respectively) using the following:
where the overdots represent time derivatives and "GEO" denotes that the angular momentum components are observed geodetically rather than derived from mechanical equations. Note that this equation involves a rotation into an inertial reference frame of the so-called Chandler wobble, a free nutation of the Earth of frequency 0 = 2 ∕433d, which results from the oblateness of the Earth's figure.
The third ERP is ΔLOD, i.e. the difference between the duration of the day that is determined astronomically and the solar day. It is simply related to unit changes in the axial component of angular momentum, 3 :
where LOD 0 represents the nominal length of day, 86,400 s.
Since the introduction of satellite geodesy in the early 1980s, the accuracy of the polar motion data has improved from about 30 mas to about 30 μas, while the accuracy of the LOD anomalies has improved from about 1.5 ms to about 15 μs.
Atmospheric Excitation Functions
The angular momentum excitation functions i (i = 1, 2, 3) actually represent the net angular momentum of the entire Earth system, including the atmosphere, oceans, continental hydrosphere, and solid Earth. On time scales from a few days to months, fluctuations in the angular momentum of the atmosphere, modified by the response of the sea levels to pressure loading from the atmosphere [Eubanks et al., 1988] , dominate changes in both LOD [Rosen and Salstein, 1983; Rosen et al., 1990] and polar motion. The rest of this manuscript will examine only the atmospheric angular momentum excitation functions (AEFs hereafter), with the exception of some oceanic effects covered in section 4.1.
Each AEF can be separated into contributions from relative angular momentum (hereafter the wind term,
) and changes in the atmospheric moment of inertia (hereafter the mass term,
M i
). The wind and mass NEEF ET AL.
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terms are as follows [Barnes et al., 1983] :
where and represent latitude and longitude, respectively, p s represents the surface pressure, and u and v are the zonal and meridional winds, respectively. R = 6371.0 km represents the radius of the Earth, Ω = 7.292115 × 10 −5 rad/s the average rotation rate, and g = 9.81 m/s 2 the acceleration due to gravity. C = 8.0365 × 10 37 kg m 2 and A = 8.0101 × 10 37 kg m 2 are the axial and next-largest principal moments of inertia of the solid Earth, and C m = 7.1236 × 10 37 kg m 2 is the principal inertia tensor component of the Earth's mantle [Gross, 2009] .
Note that the equatorial excitation functions 1 and 2 are actually defined in radians, while the axial excitation function 3 is dimensionless. The trigonometric functions that weight wind and surface pressure in each integral come from the reference frame in which the ERPs are defined and are illustrated graphically in supporting information Figures S1-S2.
It is also worth noting that 3 , which excites ΔLOD, depends only on zonal wind and surface pressure and is weighted most strongly in the tropics, with uniform zonal weighting. In contrast, the equatorial excitation functions 1 and 2 also depend on the meridional wind and are weighted most strongly at midlatitudes, with a wave 1 zonal weighting (see supporting information). Note also that the wind excitation functions ((5), (7), and (9)) involve integrals over the mass of the atmosphere and are therefore weighted the most at the lowest levels, where the mass is highest.
Reanalysis Data
SSWs are examined using the two major reanalyses of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), ERA-40 [Uppala et al., 2005] , and ERA-Interim [Dee et al., 2011] , both at 2.5
• horizontal resolution. These data are freely available online at http://data-portal.ecmwf.int/. Only ERA-Interim data were used for the polar motion analysis in section 4, because this analysis relies heavily on surface pressure data, whereas only sea level pressure is publicly available in the ERA-40 reanalysis. For the analysis of ΔLOD (section 5), which focuses on wind excitation, the two data sets were selected for the vertical levels that they have in common, with the top at 1 hPa, and joined together at 1 April 1979; this uses as many ERA-Interim data as possible while keeping the junction away from the major warming event of February 1979.
Selection of Major Warming Events
SSWs are generally defined by rapidly increasing temperatures in the stratospheric polar vortex, along with an abrupt reversal of the vortex winds. Major midwinter warmings are defined by the World Meteorological Organization as events where the zonal mean zonal wind at 10 hPa and 60
• N becomes easterly during boreal winter (November-March) and where simultaneously the meridional gradient in zonal mean temperature at 10 hPa and 60-85
• N is positive for more than 5 days [Labitzke and Naujokat, 2000] .
In this study, major warming events are identified following the method of Charlton and Polvani [2007] , which identifies SSWs by the wind criterion of the WMO definition. The first day where the wind at 10 hPa and 60
• N reverses to easterly is defined as the central date of the warming. In order to ensure that events with small westerly wind fluctuations are not counted twice, no day within 20 days of this central date can also be defined as a central date. Final warmings, i.e., warmings where the vortex does not recover before the onset of the easterly summer circulation, are excluded from our analysis. This procedure is also done NEEF ET AL.
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The above approach results in 14 major warmings identified in the ERA-40 period and 22 events in the ERA-Interim period . These events are listed, in order of their central dates, in Table 1 . Only the period of overlap between the reanalysis data and the ERP observations (1962 to the present day) can be used; thus, the SSWs of 1958 and 1960 are excluded. This leaves a total of 34 major SSWs on which to perform our analysis.
The events shown in Table 1 are in general agreement with the long-term meteorological observations performed at the Free University of Berlin (FUB) (Labitzke and Naujokat [2000] and online at http://www.geo.fu-berlin.de/met/ag/strat/produkte/northpole/ index.html), with the exception of seven events identified as major warmings in this study but not by the FUB record (see Table 1 caption). These seven events also qualify as major warmings in the studies of Charlton and Polvani [2007] (which used the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis set) and Bancalá et al. [2012] (which used ERA-40 data exclusively) but are generally weaker events without a strong tropospheric effect.
The events shown in Table 1 represent instances where the stratospheric and possibly tropospheric flow was significantly disturbed. Could these events also have influenced Earth rotation, as in the 2009 event (Figure 1) ? In order to answer this question, it is necessary to compute the AAM during these events; this will be discussed in the next section.
Observed Earth Rotation Anomalies During SSWs
Figure 2 is similar to Figure 1 , but here the wind, temperature, and ERP anomalies have all been composited over the 34 major warming events identified in the combined ERA data set, from 1962 to 2010. The composites in each panel are centered on the central date of each event. For the three ERP observations (Figures 2c-2e) , the 96% confidence interval has been estimated using a stationary bootstrap algorithm [Wilks, 1995] and is shown by shading. Figures 2a and 2b illustrate the overall patterns common to major warmings, namely, that the positive temperature anomalies start in the upper stratosphere several days before the central date, preceding the reversal in zonal wind, and that both the temperature and wind anomalies propagate downward into the lower stratosphere, lasting about 40-60 days after the central date. Figures 2c-2e show the observed ERPs, again rotating the polar motion angles to their respective angular momentum components and now also compositing over the 34 SSW events. As in Figure 1 , we have removed the 151 day mean around the central date for each rotation parameter. A statistically significant signal can be seen in 2 and (for a few days around the central date) in ΔLOD, both parameters showing qualitatively the same behavior that was seen in the 2009 event (Figure 1 ): GEO 2 swings from positive to negative anomalies over the 2 months preceding the central date and then takes on weak positive anomalies after the central date, while ΔLOD declines rapidly in the 2 weeks before the central date and then recovers slowly toward zero anomalies over the 50 or so days after the central date. It is worth mentioning that this result is also found when compositing separately over the events that fall into the presatellite era (circa 1962-1981) and events in the satellite era (1981 forward).
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Polar Motion Excitation by Mass Anomalies During SSWs
Figure 1(d) shows that the 2009 SSW was preceded by negative anomalies in GEO 2 , the atmospheric angular momentum component defined along the Greenwich meridian. This signal can also be seen in the composite over all 34 SSW events, while no clear signal was seen in the other component, GEO 1 . The polar motion AEFs ((4)- (7)) are weighted zonally following sine and cosine waves, which means that only zonally asymmetric wind and mass anomalies result in a net polar motion excitation. Consequently, subseasonal variations in polar motion are not generally excited by wind anomalies, which tend to cancel out in the zonal integral [Barnes et al., 1983; Eubanks et al., 1988] , but rather by midlatitude anomalies in the atmospheric mass distribution. Mass anomalies in the middle troposphere are a common precursor of SSWs, because they excite upward propagating planetary waves that break and thereby weaken the vortex, and SSWs are often preceded by persistent northern European blocking anticyclones [Quiroz, 1986; Martius et al., 2009; Woollings et al., 2010] and positively correlated to warm ENSO events [Garfinkel and Hartmann, 2008] . The impact of these mass variations on polar motion is investigated in the following two subsections. Figure 3 compares the observed equatorial AAM components with their corresponding mass excitation functions ( (4) and (6)), over 75 days on either side of the central date. Because the excitation functions ((4) and (6)) are integrals of surface pressure, which is not publicly available in ERA-40, the curves in Figure 3 are composites over only the 22 SSWs in ERA-Interim. The blue lines show the pure mass excitation functions computed from (4) and (6). Both , which happens to be weighted more strongly over the continents, clearly excites corresponding variations in GEO 2 . Therefore, the remainder of this paper will focus only on the angular momentum component M 2 . Figure 4 examines the average surface pressure anomaly pattern associated with the SSWs at different points in time around the central date, along with the vertical profiles of geopotential height.
Inverted Barometer Response of the Ocean
Polar Motion Anomalies Preceding SSWs
Figures 4a-4c show height-longitude slices of the geopotential height, averaged for each time block and over the 50
• N-80
• N latitudinal band. Geopotential height anomalies are computed with respect to the zonal mean and then scaled by the relative mass of each vertical layer in order to emphasize the tropospheric anomalies. The composite geopotential height anomalies extend with a westward tilt into the stratosphere, indicating upward planetary wave propagation, which intensifies in the month before the warming onset (Figures 4a and 4b) .
The corresponding surface pressure anomaly (Figure 4d-4f ) , shows that the upward wave propagation is related, on average, to high-pressure anomalies over Eurasia and Northern Europe and low anomalies over the northeastern Pacific. Garfinkel et al. [2010] showed that, while the individual pressure anomalies preceding SSWs can vary greatly, SSWs are most efficiently induced by anomalies that project onto the climatological planetary wave 1 that results naturally from orographic and thermal forcing in the Northern Hemisphere. This means that SSWs are often associated with negative tropospheric geopotential height anomalies over the North Pacific and positive anomalies over Eastern Europe.
The meaning of this surface pressure pattern in terms of the AAM component M 2 is examined in Figures 4g-4i , which show the surface pressure anomalies weighted as in the integrand for the atmospheric moment of inertia (including the negative prefactor) in equation (6). The combined result of two surface pressure anomalies seen in Figure 4e is that M 2 becomes extremely negative in the month before the SSW onset.
The surface pressure signals preceding SSWs differ between vortex-displacement and vortex-splitting events, with vortex displacements more strongly associated with a low-pressure anomaly over North America, a high-pressure anomaly over Western Europe, and North Atlantic blocking, and vortex splits associated with high-pressure anomalies over the North Pacific and Siberia, a low-pressure anomaly over the North Atlantic, and North Pacific blocking with or without Atlantic blocking [Martius et al., 2009; Mitchell et al., 2012] . The surface anomaly pattern preceding vortex displacements is more closely associated with a wave 1 pressure anomaly (which would result in a negative results in no net M 2 excitation), though this relationship seems to be strongly modulated by the phase of ENSO [Barriopedro and Calvo, 2014] . Compositing over splitting and displacement events separately, we found a slightly stronger M 2 anomaly for vortex displacement events but did not find the difference to vortex-splitting events to be statistically significant, presumably due to the relatively low sample size of each type of event and the overall diversity in precursors of both types of SSWs [Barriopedro and Calvo, 2014] .
LOD Excitation by Wind Anomalies During SSWs
Returning back to the composite of all three ERPs over the SSW events (Figure 2) , we see that SSWs on average do not just show a polar wobble but also a decline in ΔLOD (Figure 2e ) starting roughly a month before the central date. This implies that the atmospheric precursors that give rise to SSW events also change the axial AAM.
The date at which ΔLOD begins to decline varies widely from event to event; for example, for the January 2009 event, the LOD decline begins about 50 days before the central date (Figure 1) , while for the February 1979 event, it begins about 25 days before the central date. For the January 1987 event, a noticeable decline in LOD does not happen at all (not shown).
The average wind AEF ( ) is examined in Figure 5a , cast in terms of equivalent ΔLOD using (3) and compared to the observed ΔLOD. Variations of ΔLOD on this time scale are almost entirely explained by variations in the wind AEF, which is why the mass term (8), which is about an order of magnitude smaller [Eubanks et al., 1985] , is omitted here.
We can investigate the source of the axial angular momentum anomaly more closely by decomposing it into contributions from different latitude bands. In Figure 5b , the global axial wind AEF (gray) is compared to the relative angular momentum of the following latitude bands: the south polar cap (SP, 90
• S-60 Here it can be seen that the wind reversal associated with the SSW causes a noticeable decline in relative angular momentum from the north polar band (dark blue), starting about 2 weeks before the central date. This angular momentum change contributes to the observed ΔLOD decline but does not account for all of it. We also see an angular momentum signal from the Northern Hemisphere extratropical band (green) that somewhat opposes the angular momentum from the polar band. The strongest contribution to the observed ΔLOD decline actually comes from the tropical band, which shows sharply decreasing angular momentum starting about 2 weeks before the central date and a positive anomaly after the central date. The prominence of the tropical band is not really surprising, since the tropics are most strongly weighted in the integral (equation (9)), but it is surprising that the tropical troposphere shows such strong angular momentum changes during SSWs.
The zonal mean zonal winds behind these angular momentum changes are shown in Figure 6 (left), averaged over four blocks of time around the central date that characterize the main ΔLOD changes: 60 to 20 days before the central date, when ΔLOD vacillates around 0; 15 days before to 15 days after the central date, when it reaches its observed minimum; 20 to 40 days after the central date, when it slowly recovers, and 40 to 60 days after the central date, when it has largely returned to zero anomalies. We see that on average, the SSWs are associated with tropospheric zonal wind anomalies on the order of 1 m/s, which, though weak, is comparable to the response of tropospheric wind to temperature anomalies in the tropical lower stratosphere [Haigh et al., 2005] . Moreover, the contribution of these tropical wind anomalies to the axial AEF is stronger since lower levels of the atmosphere have exponentially more mass. To illustrate this, Figure 6 (right) shows pressure-latitude slices of daily anomalies of u cos 2 dp, i.e., the fractional axial angular momentum at each level. Here we see anomalous westerlies forming in the troposphere near the equator during the ±15 days around the central date, which was also found by Kodera [2006] and attributed to the anomalous meridional circulation induced by the warming event at the poles.
The westerly anomalies would imply an increase in the ΔLOD, but are largely canceled out by easterly anomalies at higher latitudes. The real cause of the tropical contribution to the declining ΔLOD is that the northern side of the tropical band shows an easterly wind anomaly in the SSW precursor period (top row), which is then weakened as the central date is approached (second row). We also see tropical easterly wind anomalies intensifying in the 2 months after the central date, though these are partially canceled out by positive wind anomalies at midlatitudes.
Thus, it seems that SSWs are associated with tropical tropospheric wind anomalies throughout their life cycle, which are enough to cause a measurable decline in the observed ΔLOD. However, since the statistical significance of our composite ΔLOD signal is quite small, we defer a more thorough investigation of what causes these anomalies to future work. 
Summary and Conclusions
This study showed that sudden stratospheric warmings are often preceded by strong anomalies in the angular momentum of the atmosphere, which is observable as polar motion, and anomalies in the length of day. SSWs are typically preceded by strong anomalies in 2 , one of the two equatorial components of the atmospheric angular momentum, which fluctuates by about 30 mas over the life cycle of an SSW, showing a positive anomaly about 2 months before the 10 hPa wind reversal and a negative anomaly about 3 weeks before the wind reversal, though only the latter is statistically significant. For individual events (see supporting information) the total fluctuation of 2 can be as high as 60 mas. This is 4 times the observed annual polar wobble of about 15 mas [e.g. Dobslaw et al., 2010] .
The cause of the negative 2 anomaly is the surface pressure pattern that is on average associated with planetary waves that eventually induce SSWs [Garfinkel et al., 2010; Kodera et al., 2013] : a positive pressure anomaly over Eurasia and an enhanced Aleutian or northeast Pacific low. As both surface pressure patterns contribute negatively to 2 , many SSWs are preceded by a negative 2 anomaly, even though they may not exhibit the full surface pressure anomaly pattern identified in Figure 4 . A similar signal is not observed in
Our work suggests that this polar wobble represents a new observable SSW precursor, which may aid in the prediction of SSWs, which is notoriously difficult. To investigate the efficacy of this signal as an observable precursor, Figures 7 and 8 show GEO 2 for all winters in the 1990s, which were relatively devoid of strong SSW events (Figure 7) , and the 2000s, which exhibited several strong events (Figure 8 ). For each winter,
